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Abstract
We show that for every integer h¿ 0, the higher order connectivity index h(T ) of a starlike
tree T (a tree with unique vertex of degree ¿ 2) is completely determined by its branches of
length 6 h. As a consequence, we show that starlike trees which have equal h-connectivity index
for all h¿ 0 are isomorphic. ? 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
It is well known that molecular topology determines a large number of molecular
properties such as boiling points, molecular volumes, 9avor threshold concentration,
antiviral activity, energy levels, electronic populations, etc., which depend, essentially,
on the connectivity of the atoms [13].
A topological index is a numeric quantity that is mathematically derived in a direct
and unambiguous manner from the structural graph of a molecule. Since isomorphic
graphs possess identical values for any given topological index, these indices are re-
ferred to as graph invariants.
Topological indices usually re9ect both molecular size and shape. Many topological
indices have been developed through the years and correlated with many physicochem-
ical properties [9, Section B], [14,17].
For several decades, mathematicians and chemists have attempted to de>ne the con-
cept of branching in molecular species [3–5,12,15]. In 1975, Randi?c introduced a topo-
logical index that has become one of the most widely used and most successful in
applications to physical and chemical properties [6,7].
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Fig. 1.
The connectivity index [10] (now called the Randi?c index), is de>ned for a simple
graph G as
1(G)=
∑

1√
v1()v2()
;
where  extends over all paths of length 1 and vi() denotes the degree of the ith
vertex of the path .
For an integer h¿ 0, the connectivity index of order h (for short, h-connectivity
index) is de>ned as
h(G)=
∑

1√
v1()v2() · · · vh+1()
;
where  extends over all paths of length h in G.
The higher order connectivity indices are of great interest in the theory of molecular
graph theory ([8,16]) and some of its mathematical properties have been reported in
[2].
Examples of non-isomorphic trees T and T ′ such that h(T )=h (T ′) for all h¿ 0
exist [11].
It can be checked in Fig. 1 that both trees have equal number of paths with the same
degree sequence. For example, there are 4 paths of length 5 with the degree sequence
(1,2,4,4,1). This clearly implies that both trees have equal h-connectivity index for
every h¿ 0, although T and T ′ are not isomorphic.
This situation, however, will not occur in starlike trees, i.e. trees which have a
unique vertex of degree greater than 2. In fact, we prove in Corollary 2.7 that starlike
trees which have equal h-connectivity index for h¿ 0 are isomorphic. This result is a
consequence of Theorem 2.3, where we give a constructive method to calculate h(T )
of a starlike tree T .
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2. Higher order connectivity index for starlike trees
Let T be a tree. Denote by O(T ) the maximal value of the degrees of all vertices
of T and by ki(T ) the number of i-vertices (an i-vertex is a vertex of degree i).
Denition 2.1. For an integer m¿ 2, we de>ne a starlike tree T as a tree for which
k1(T )=O(T )=m. The set of all starlike trees on n vertices is denoted by n. The
set of all starlike trees on n vertices in which there is a vertex of degree m (m¿ 2)
is denoted by n;m.
These trees have exacly one vertex (of degree m) greater than two.
For any two vertices u; w in a tree T , we denote by [u; w] the shortest walk joining
u with w and recall that the number of edges in [u; w] is called the distance in T
between u and w and is denoted by d(u; w). If {v1; : : : ; vm} is the set of 1-vertices and
v0 is the m-vertex of T ∈n (see Fig. 2), an l-branch of T is a subtree [v0; vi] of T
such that d(v0; vi)= l. We denote by Sl(T ) the number of l-branches in T .
We begin this section by determining the higher order connectivity indices of starlike
trees.
Proposition 2.2. If T ∈n;m then
0(T )=m
(
1−
√
2
2
)
+ m−1=2 +
√
2
2
(n− 1):
Consequently; if T ∈n;m and T ′ ∈n;m′ then
(a) 0(T )=0 (T ′) if and only if m=m′;
(b) 0(T )¡0 (T ′) if and only if m¡m′.
Proof. We know that k1(T )=m; k2(T )= n− m− 1 and km(T )= 1. Hence,
0(T ) =m · 1 + (n− m− 1)
√
2
2
+
1√
m
=m
(
1−
√
2
2
)
+ m−1=2 +
√
2
2
(n− 1):
For the second part, consider the function f(m)= m+m−1=2, where =1− 1√
2
¿ 0.
Then the derivative f′(m)= − 12m−3=2 is positive for all m¿ 2.
Assume that for m¿ 2; T ∈n;m. Keeping in mind the notation introduced above
(Fig. 2), clearly we have the following “reduction formulas”:
S1 + S2 + · · ·+ St =m;
S1 + 2S2 + · · ·+ tSt = n− 1;
where t represents the length of the largest branch in T (see Fig. 3).
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Fig. 2.
Fig. 3.
Now, we demonstrated [1] that
1(T )= (n; m) + (m)S1(T );
where
(n; m)=
m√
2
+
m√
2m
− m+ 1
2
n− 1
2
and
(m)=−
[
1√
2
+
1√
2m
− 1√
m
− 1
2
]
¡ 0:
We next extend this result to h(T ), where h¿ 2.
Let Ph denote the set of all paths of T of length h, N= {0; 1; : : :} the set of natural
numbers and de>ne the function  :Ph → Nh+1 by ()= (v1(); : : : ; vh+1()). Let v0
be the m-vertex of T (see Fig. 3). Consider >rst all paths in Ph which do not contain
v0 or v0 is an end-vertex. There are only four possibilities for the images under  of
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these paths:
X1 = (1; 2; : : : ; 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
h−1
; m) X2 = (2; : : : ; 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
h
; m)
X3 = (2; : : : ; 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
h+1
) X4 = (1; 2; : : : ; 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
h
):
Now consider all paths in Ph which contain v0 but not as an end-vertex of the path.
In this case the image of  may be as follows:
Y1(a)= (1; 2; : : : ; 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
a
; m; 2; : : : ; 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
h−1−a
) where 06 a6 h− 2
Y2(a)= (1; 2; : : : ; 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
a
; m; 2; : : : ; 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
h−2−a
; 1) where
{
06 a6 h2 − 1 if h is even;
06 a6 h−12 − 1 if h is odd;
Y3(a)= (2; : : : ; 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
a
; m; 2; : : : ; 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
h−a
) where
{
16 a6 h2 if h is even;
16 a6 h−12 if h is odd:
Now we can prove our main result.
Theorem 2.3. If T ∈n;m then
h(T )= (h; n; m; S1; : : : ; Sh−1) + (h; m)Sh
where (h; n; m; S1; : : : ; Sh−1) is a real number determined by the values of h; n; m,S1; : : : ;
Sh−1 and (h; m)¡ 0 is a real number determined by h and m.
Proof. Clearly, h(T ) is determined by the numbers |−1(Xi)| and |−1(Yi(a))| which
represent the number of elements in the inverse image of Xi and Yi under , respec-
tively:
h(T ) = |−1(X1)| 1√
2h−1m
+ |−1(X2)| 1√
2hm
+ |−1(X3)| 1√
2h+1
+ |−1(X4)| 1√
2h
+
h−2∑
a=0
|−1(Y1(a))| 1√
2h−1m
+


h=2−1∑
a=0
|−1(Y2(a))| 1√2h−2m if h even
h−1=2−1∑
a=0
|−1(Y2(a))| 1√2h−2m if h odd


+


h=2∑
a=1
|−1(Y3(a))| 1√2hm if h even
h−1=2∑
a=1
|−1(Y3(a))| 1√
2hm
if h odd

 :
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A counting argument together with the reduction formulas allows us to express |−1(Xi)|
and |−1(Yi(a))| in terms of S1; : : : ; Sh as follows:
|−1(X1)|= Sh;
|−1(X2)|= Sh+1 + · · ·+ St =m−
h∑
i=1
Si;
|−1(X3)|= Sh+2 + 2Sh+3 + 3Sh+4 + · · ·+ (t − h− 1)St
=−(h+ 1)
t∑
i=h+1
Si +
t∑
i=h+1
iSi
=−(h+ 1)
[
m−
h∑
i=1
Si
]
+
[
(n− 1)−
h∑
i=1
iSi
]
;
|−1(X4)|=m−
h∑
i=1
Si;
|−1(Y1(a))|
=




Sa+1
(
m−
h−(a+1)∑
i=1
Si
)
if 06 a6 h2 − 1
Sa+1
(
m− 1−
h−(a+1)∑
i=1
Si
)
if h26 a6 h− 2


if h is even;


Sa+1
(
m−
h−(a+1)∑
i=1
Si
)
if 06 a¡ h−12
Sa+1
(
m− 1−
h−(a+1)∑
i=1
Si
)
if h−12 6 a6 h− 2


if h is odd;
|−1(Y2(a))|=


{
Sa+1Sh−a−1 if 06 a¡ h2 − 1
1
2 (Sa+1 − 1)Sa+1 if a= h2 − 1
}
if h is even;
{Sa+1Sh−a−1 if 06 a6 h−12 − 1} if h is odd;
|−1(Y3(a))|
=




[
m−
h−a∑
i=1
Si
][
m− 1−
a∑
i=1
Si
]
if 16 a6 h2 − 1
1
2
[
m−
a∑
i=1
Si
][
m− 1−
a∑
i=1
Si
]
if a= h2


if h is even;
{[
m−
h−a∑
i=1
Si
][
m− 1−
a∑
i=1
Si
]
if 16 a6 h−12
}
if h is odd:
Note that for all a and i=1; 2; 3; |−1(Yi(a))| depends on the numbers h; m; S1; : : : ;
Sh−1 while |−1(Xi)| depends on the numbers h; m; S1; : : : ; Sh. Hence, by grouping
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in a convenient way we obtain
h(T )= (h; n; m; S1; : : : ; Sh−1) + (h; m) · Sh;
where (h; n; m; S1; : : : ; Sh−1) is a real number determined by the values of h; n; m; S1; : : : ;
Sh−1 and
(h; m)=
1√
2h−1m
− 1√
2hm
+
1√
2h+1
− 1√
2h
:
It is easy to show that (h; m)= 0 if and only if m=2 and (h; m)¡ 0 for every
integer m¿ 2.
Example 2.4. Let T ∈19;8 such that S1(T )= 3; S2(T )= 2; S3(T )= 1 and S4(T )= 2.
In order to compute 3 we >rst determine all possible types of paths of length 3:
X1 = (1; 2; 2; 8) X2 = (2; 2; 2; 8)
X3 = (2; 2; 2; 2) X4 = (1; 2; 2; 2)
and
Y1(0)= (1; 8; 2; 2) Y1(1)= (1; 2; 8; 2)
Y2(0)= (1; 8; 2; 1); —
Y3(1)= (2; 8; 2; 2); —
Next we determine the number of paths of each type
|−1(X1)|= S3 = 1
|−1(X2)|=m− (S1 + S2 + S3)= 2
|−1(X3)|=− 4[m− (S1 + S2 + S3)] + [(n− 1)− (S1 + 2S2 + 3S3)]= 0
|−1(X4)|=m− (S1 + S2 + S3)= 2
and
|−1(Y1(0))|= S1[m− (S1 + S2)]= 9
|−1(Y1(1))|= S2[m− 1− S1]= 8
|−1(Y2(0))|= S1S2 = 6
|−1(Y3(1))|= [m− (S1 + S2)][m− 1− S1]= 12:
Hence,
3(T ) =
1√
32
+ 2
1√
64
+ 0
1√
16
+ 2
1√
8
+ (9 + 8)
1√
32
+ 6
1√
16
+ 12
1√
64
=
18√
32
+
14√
64
+
6√
16
+
2√
8
=
13
4
+
11
4
√
2:
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Corollary 2.5. Assume that T; T ′ ∈n;m such that Si(T )= Si(T ′) for all i=1; : : : ; h−1.
Then h−1(T )=h−1 (T ′). Moreover;
Sh(T )¡Sh(T ′) ⇔ h(T )¿h (T ′):
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.3.
Example 2.6. Consider the starlike trees T1; T2; T3 ∈9;4 such that S1(T1)= 3;
S5(T1)= 1; S1(T2)= 2; S2(T2)= 1; S4(T2)= 1; S1(T3)= 2 and S3(T3)= 2. Since
3= S1(T1)¿S1(T2)= S1(T3)= 2
we conclude immediately that 1(T1)¡1 (T2)=1 (T3). Furthermore, 1= S2(T2)¿
S2(T3)= 0 implies 2(T2)¡2 (T3).
As we can see, Theorem 2.3 states that for a T ∈n;m, only the l-branches where
l6 h contribute to h. This fact is veri>ed when we >nd 3(T ) in our Example 2.4,
since the numbers of paths of each type are determined by S1(T ), S2(T ) and S3(T ).
This fact is crucial in the following result.
Corollary 2.7. Let T; T ′ ∈n. The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) T and T ′ are isomorphic;
(b) h(T )=h (T ′) for all h¿ 0.
Proof. (a) ⇒ (b) is clear. (b) ⇒ (a) Assume that T ∈n;m and T ′ ∈n;m′ . Since
0(T )=0 (T ′), by Proposition 2.2, m=m′. Now, since 1(T )=1 (T ′) then
(n; m) + (m)S1(T )= (n; m) + (m)S1(T ′):
But (m) =0 implies S1(T )= S1(T ′). Next, applying Theorem 2.3 for h=2 we get
(2; n; m; S1) + (2; m)S2(T )=2 (T )=2 (T ′)= (2; n; m; S1) + (2; m)S2(T ′):
Again, since (2; m) =0; S2(T )= S2(T ′). It is clear that we can continue this process
by repeated use of Theorem 2.3 to conclude that m=m′ and Si(T )= Si(T ′) for all
i∈N. Hence T and T ′ are isomorphic.
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